DOES MY PROJECT QUALIFY?

Is your project a documentary about American Indians or Alaska Natives in the United States?

- N

Does your project have American Indians or Alaska Natives on the production?

- Y

Does your project have some sort of element that includes the authentic voice or perspective of American Indians or Alaska Natives?

- Y

Is the project scripted, fiction or a feature film?

- N

Is your project a new media piece, i.e. an app, VR experience, webisodes, animation, podcast, etc?

- N

PROJECT QUALIFIES

But adding Natives on production is highly encouraged

PROJECT QUALIFIES

PROJECT DOES NOT QUALIFY

Disclaimer: Preference is given to U.S. citizen filmmakers. If project is about Canadians or other Indigenous groups and does not include the United States, Project does not qualify. If project is about Hawaiian Natives, funding from Pacific Islanders in Communications is preferred.